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Incentives Galore

T

H E story of the stage-driver who was
discriminating in the kind of insects
at which he flicked his whip is not new,
but it has its point, which is extremely
appropriate to any concern whose activities
are varied and widespread. In reply to
an insistent passenger whose curiosity was
aroused at the stage-driver's discrimination, the latter is said to have remarked,
"Stranger, a grasshopper is a grasshopper,
and a hossfly is a hossfly, but a hornet is
an organization."
The characteristics of an organization
are many; among others, a scheme of
things, correlated effort and cooperation.
Its potency is dependent on the quality of
the personnel, the soundness of aims and
objects, the amount of loyalty and broadmindedness, the intelligent application of
ability, and the unselfishness displayed by
individuals in working for the common
good. Like the hornet, it should respond
as a unit to any stimulus wherever received,
and work harmoniously and rhythmically
to produce what might be called, using a
figure of speech, the "sting."

Apropos of the moral to be drawn from
this story, it may be related that on a
certain occasion the manager of one of our
own practice offices, when perplexed and
perhaps somewhat annoyed at the settlement of a matter which concerned the
relations of his office with another practice
office, raised the question, "What incentive
have we to obtain large engagements, if we
are to be penalized by not getting credit
for the earnings reflected by our efforts?"
The answer from the managing partner
contains so much food for thought that it
is reproduced herewith:
"First—The development of the i n terests of the firm with which you are
associated;
"Second—The development of your own
local practice through a piece of work well
executed for a local client;
"Third—The future practice which will
develop from the engagement i f it is well
executed;
"Fourth—The earnings which will be
credited to your office from your accountants and assistants employed on the en-
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gagement, which engagement you would
have been unable to handle without the
help of the other office.
"Fifth—The consciousness that you have
knit our organization into closer bonds of
friendship by enabling an office to partici-
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pate in the earnings resulting
engagement which such office has
to assist you in executing."
If this were not enough, there
facetiously added, "Who wants
grasshopper—or a horsefly?"
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